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“Before there was the Perfect Storm, there was the Great Hurricane of 1938. A riveting and
wonderfully written account.” —Nathaniel Philbrick On the night of September 21, 1938, news on
the radio was full of the invasion of Czechoslovakia. There was no mention of any severe
weather. By the time oceanfront residents noticed an ominous color in the sky, it was too late to
escape. In an age before warning systems and the ubiquity of television, this unprecedented
storm caught the Northeast off guard, obliterated coastal communities on Long Island and in
New England, and killed nearly seven hundred people. The Great Hurricane, 1938 is a
spellbinding hour-by-hour reconstruction of one of the most destructive and powerful storms
ever to hit the United States. With riveting detail, Burns weaves together countless personal
stories of loved ones lost and lives changed forever—from those of the Moore family, washed to
sea on a raft formerly their attic floor, to Katharine Hepburn, holed up in her Connecticut
mansion, watching her car take to the air like a bit of paper. “A very good book.” —The
Washington Post
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JessieConfronting a storm is like fighting God. All the powers in the universe seem to be against
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—Frances LegrandeIntroductionI first heard about the Great Hurricane of 1938 from a friend in
Nantucket. She explained that her mother felt anxious when visiting her seaside cottage during
rainy weather or when she felt the rhythm of the waves rising through the floorboards on certain
summer nights. Her grandmother had been killed in a hurricane in Rhode Island that had swept
hundreds of people off the beach, she said. I had never heard of such a thing, especially in New
England. I had seen newscasts of the victims of hurricanes in Florida and the Caribbean, but
their losses were mainly property since they had always been evacuated well ahead of time.A
few years later I heard again of the Great Hurricane of 1938. I was with a woman from Rhode
Island who mentioned that her grandparents had both drowned in “the big hurricane in Rhode
Island.” By then I had seen for myself what a hurricane can do. I was in Nantucket in August 1991
when Hurricane Bob hit the East Coast. I got a firsthand look at the damage I had seen before
only on television. No lives were lost in Nantucket that year, but fallen trees made the streets of
our village impassable. Power and water were knocked out for several days, and in its wake was
a bitter parching of all the summer foliage. The 110-mile-per-hour winds and salt spray stripped
all the trees or turned them brown overnight. Summer ended in a day. Some deciduous trees
never recovered. As I drove into Nantucket town the morning after, I saw the masts of sailboats
in the harbor tilted at a sickening 45 degrees. Another boat had been driven into a restaurant.
The clear sky and winking bright sun sparkled in the moisture still trapped in the air, like a sly
wink after some act of treachery. It took weeks to clean and repair the damage.That same fall
another storm came to Nantucket. The October 11 storm, which would become known as the
infamous “perfect storm,” wreaked much more damage on both Long Island and Nantucket. The



local Nantucket newspaper made a video I watched later on Thanksgiving. No footage had ever
affected me as did that black-and-white tape of two middle-aged sisters hurrying to remove what
they could from their seaside house, just down the bluff from ours, before the waves claimed it.
Then came the worst. In an eerily silent scene, the house rode slowly out to sea on the waves.
For several moments it swayed and drifted like a houseboat, and then the vertical white trim
along the roof and sides collapsed like Popsicle sticks. A final surge of waves with whitecapped
spray rose and the house was gone, swallowed whole by the sea.Soon after, I read about the
Great Hurricane of 1938 in The Perfect Storm. In making his point that a mature hurricane is the
most powerful event on earth, author Sebastian Junger mentioned that in the Hurricane of 1938,
the waves shook the earth so hard that they were registered by a seismograph five thousand
miles away in Alaska. The “perfect storm” that swept away the crew of the Andrea Gail in the
Grand Banks of the Atlantic was of considerably lesser magnitude than the 1938 hurricane. The
Great Hurricane of 1938 seems to have earned a little-known place in the annals of sea history
despite its wider anonymity. When later I spoke with a friend, an excellent sailor, who talked
about sailboat racing off the spit of sand that is now Napatree Point, I told him the point was
once lined with gracious summer cottages and that children in woolen swimsuits played in the
surf in front of the houses off Fort Road. I could see that he didn’t believe me.Why, I began to
wonder, was this legendary hurricane not better known? Except for the above references,
televised anniversary specials during hurricane season, and a few books compiled from
newspaper accounts and historical collections, the Great Hurricane of 1938 had been largely
forgotten. Yet everyone I asked who had lived through it knew about the tragedy. To them it was a
milestone event like Kennedy’s assassination, Pearl Harbor day, or even September 11. The
answer lay partly in history. The day after the hurricane, Hitler’s troops moved into
Czechoslovakia and the news media were mesmerized by the emerging specter of World War II.
As a result, the Great Hurricane came and ripped its way from Long Island to Providence without
the nation ever comprehending the enormity of the disaster.Even when predicted, hurricanes are
experiences no one forgets. I recently spent an evening with a woman from St. Thomas who
tried to explain to me the sensation of pressure bearing down on her head that accompanied the
hurricane she had experienced in the tropics in 1995. She talked of her roof buckling, of
watching furniture blow out the door of her house, and of the shattering sound of breaking glass
and splintering trees and furniture as clearly as if they’d happened yesterday. The hurricane
winds sounded like the roar of a speeding freight train, she recalled. It was the same description
I’d heard from the survivors of the Great Hurricane. This woman also spoke of the post-traumatic
depression survivors experienced, and I made note that not one of the nearly fifty survivors I
interviewed for this book spoke of depression or flagging mental health following the Great
Hurricane of 1938.In reporting this book, I have come to believe that, sixty-five years after a
disaster, people have forgotten the emotional trauma that came in its wake. They focus instead
on the drama of the event, and it is the active elements of the disaster that fascinated them then
and now. That’s what seems to lodge in memory. Back then people didn’t talk a lot about how



they felt, perhaps because they didn’t have the luxury of doing so with the Depression at their
backs and the outbreak of another world war ahead. In 1938 people seemed to get on with life,
no matter how dismal the prospect.I was also amazed at the way memory plays tricks with
people in extreme circumstances. The experience of a disaster is clearly so intense that it seems
to bend the laws of physics and make people believe they witnessed impossible events. I heard
of a car being picked up by the wind and hurled into a pond like a toy and of a little boy blown up
into the air like someone in a Harry Potter story until his nanny, in the nick of time, grabbed him
by the foot and yanked him back to earth. The ferocious experience of the hurricane was so far
outside the normal boundaries of routine occurences that many people believe things happened
that clearly didn’t, or were exaggerations of the real events.What is it about a disaster that
captivates our imagination? Is it the thrill of the unexpected, the kick of vicarious adrenaline we
get wondering what we would have done under such uncontrollable circumstances? I feel
certain that I would not have handled herding my children onto the roof of a house in rising water
and being blown into the unknown as coolly as Catherine Moore reportedly did. I lose my cool
when there is a leak on the front porch, so how would I cope with the devastation and debris that
the hurricane made of many people’s homes? I guess that’s the point. Each account of people
who survived the disaster of the Great Hurricane of 1938 becomes a facet of understanding the
way people respond and survive that we can imagine and measure ourselves against. What
would I have done? in the same situation, we ask, and the provocation of the question illustrates
why we like to read about disasters that befall other people. In learning about the story of a real
disaster, there is a craving for more than the vicarious kick. As we sit alone, safely warm and dry
at home in armchairs reading about the 100-mile-per-hour winds and rising water, it puts us to
the test.I asked myself when I first heard about the Great Hurricane of 1938, how could a
hurricane have hit while people were picnicking and playing on the beach? Didn’t they pay
attention to the warnings? Weren’t there signs in the weather that even laymen would recognize?
As I delved into this story, I learned how far forecasting the weather has come in sixty-five years.
Our landscaper came to spread fertilizer on our lawn in Nantucket last week on a perfectly sunny
morning without a cloud in the sky because he knew it would rain that night. In 1938 such a sure
prediction was unheard-of. Forecasting the weather was a primitive art, and communications to
reach the public were severely limited. We can hardly imagine a time when the public didn’t
know what was coming its way.The Great Hurricane of 1938 was the strongest and most
destructive storm ever to hit New England, and one of the most powerful natural events in
recorded history. It was an unrivaled disaster from which some communities would never recover
physically, economically, or spiritually. Flowing through the account of the hurricane’s quick,
brutal passage are the personal stories of the people who experienced its rage in their coastal
communities. This book is the story of these events and the people who experienced them, of
how on a mostly clear September day, seven hundred people lost their lives when the Great
Hurricane took them by surprise.IMilt Miller was awake by five. Like the whalers and fishermen in
his family before him, he’d always been an early riser. He’d started fishing, he liked to say around



Montauk, as soon as he could walk. Now that fishing was good, he often stayed on board the
boat overnight to make the most of each day. His wife of three years was used to that, and he
was making over two hundred dollars a month, which made it easier. When he came up on deck
of the 110-foot dragger, the dawn sky was hazy but unremarkable. The sea was flat calm. There
had been stars in a clear sky the night before when he turned in after he and the rest of the five-
man crew had iced and shipped a boatload of cod and porgies west to New York City. Fish was
bringing in ten cents a pound. Life, for a twenty-five-year-old man conditioned by the
Depression, was pretty good. But as he moved slowly into the day, preparing to take the boat out
and pick up a net they’d left the night before on Gardiners Island, an eighty-year-old fisherman
on the dock called out, “If you’re going to go, you’d better get over there and get back. I’ve never
seen the barometer so low.” Milt took note. He knew the old-timer had what fishermen called a
“weather eye,” a squint that could tell what the weather was going to be better than any other
kind of forecast.Montauk Point, at the end of Long Island, thrusts east toward the dawn while the
rest of America is still in darkness. To the northwest lay Long Island Sound, and just over the
horizon were the sleeping coasts of Connecticut and Rhode Island. East toward the sun was the
Atlantic. Tidal waters swirled around the point, into the sound, and back again, carrying schools
of bait and the larger fish that fed on it. There was money to be pulled from the gray waters off
Montauk.Milt pulled away from the dock at the Promised Land fish factory and eased the boat
across mirror-flat waters toward the sound. It had been nearly 2:00 A.M. when he finally moored
the boat and went to sleep the night before, but he was a vigorous, chunky young man and could
get by on a few hours’ sleep when the fishing was good. He loved to fish.When the fishing boats
set out to sea at the start of the day, Milt felt exhilarated. He watched the Ocean View, a bunker
steamer that belonged to the Smith Meal Company, the biggest fish factory in Montauk, set out
with the other boats. Its crew fished for menhaden, the small, bony fish used in making soap and
fertilizer.Also heading out the harbor, going toward the point, was a trawler from Fort Pond Bay
dock. He knew it was Capt. Dan Grimshaw’s boat and that his friend, Stevie Dellapolla, was on
board. Dellapolla, eighteen, was busily squaring away the deck, but he waved when he saw Milt.
He felt good when he saw Milt Miller. Everyone knew Milt, who had been fishing since his early
teens, longer than any of the other young men. Stevie also much admired his brother-in-law,
Andrew Samb, a fisherman who had gone out on a bunker boat, the Robert E., that morning.
Stevie was proud to be working as a fisherman.Dan Grimshaw was known as an able captain.
Navigational equipment was minimal and consisted of a compass, a radio, and a direction finder
only, so the captain’s skill and knowledge of weather and sea conditions and handling the boat
were every bit as important as the vessel’s seaworthiness. Stevie felt in good hands with him. He
had spent a lot of time on the boat that fall, because its trips alternated between commercial
dragging and party-fishing, and so far they had been party-fishing three days a week when the
passenger train brought out clients.Often, when the train didn’t bring anyone, they went
swordfishing. That was a very specialized technique. First, a crewman standing in the bow would
harpoon the swordfish, which had a habit of basking on the surface. Then two men would pick



up a small barrel on the bow and throw it overboard. Inside the barrel was six hundred feet of line
tied to the harpoon. When the fish took off, the barrel bobbed along behind and marked where
the fish was going. It was a smaller version of a similar method used for whaling in these waters
a hundred years before. Stevie was learning a lot, and also earning $2.50 a trip. On this morning,
as Milt’s boat moved away toward the northwest and Gardiners Island, Stevie noticed that Dan
Grimshaw was staring intently at the horizon.Grimshaw had noticed the sudden drop in the
barometer that signals the approach of high winds and bad weather. Like a giant vacuum
cleaner, the low pressure in the eye of the storm was already drawing the air south. He listened
to the radio, but there was no advisory. Halfway out to the fishing grounds, when the barometer
neared 29 inches, he turned back. He wanted to reach a good mooring before whatever was
coming hit. After they’d turned, Stevie watched the forty-foot lobster boats go by, continuing out
to the ocean. The crews were busy with the excitement in anticipation of a storm, and working to
secure their gear and lines. Still, a few of the men paused to wave at Stevie. Stevie caught the
eye of some of the crewmen. Later, he thought he had seen a manic gleam in their eyes. He had
a sense of foreboding, and thought they did, too. Something just told him, he said later, that they
were waving good-bye.IIThat low barometer, none of the fishermen knew at the time, signaled
the approach of a frighteningly powerful hurricane that was approaching them at the unheard-of
speed of 67 miles per hour. Its center was surrounded by tightly wrapped winds reaching 156
miles per hour. It was pushing a storm surge ahead of it that would raise coastal water levels as
much as forty feet. About two hundred miles across, it would sweep north across Long Island,
then Long Island Sound, and then smash into the coasts of Connecticut and Rhode Island,
devastating blue-blood resorts and blue-collar mill communities with equal vengeance.This
hurricane was to leave a lasting scar in the collective memory of the regions it struck. Its violence
was far beyond the experience of the seaside dwellers it assaulted, and they were not prepared
as we are all today by television clips showing such storms elsewhere. They could not imagine
what it would be like, even had they been warned. Newspapers and radio stations outside the
immediate area, filled with international news, didn’t report the storm very well. Media and
communications within the storm area were hugely disrupted, so it was difficult for both
individuals and the nation to grasp the totality of what had happened. A hurricane is less like one
huge disaster than it is the sum of a thousand smaller tragedies. Once those tragedies were
recorded, Long Islanders and New Englanders have always spoken of the event, long before
hurricanes were named by the government, as the Great Hurricane of 1938.GH38 hit the nation,
and particularly the Northeast, at a vulnerable time. The region, tied as it was to industry and the
economies of big cities, was beginning to regroup after the Depression. The fishermen of Long
Island like Milt Miller felt life was good for them, but they also knew that people were going
without food in New York City. Rich and poor, from the starchy Connecticut upper classes to the
immigrant inhabitants of the yeastier neighborhoods of Providence, had downsized their lives
and expectations after the market crash of ’29.Everyone skimped. A middle-class twelve-year-
old boy could consider ten cents a respectable weekly allowance. In some states a woman



couldn’t teach once she married so as not to take a paying job away from a man who had a
family to support. College and boarding school enrollments were down because of the hard
times, and men and women both young and old worked in the textile mills and factories in
Providence and Boston despite the lack of opportunity for advancement. Spinning, weaving, and
the dyeing of cloth had been big business for the nation’s garment industry, centered in
Providence and Boston since the early 1800s. Yet now the streets were full of the poor,
especially the thousands of immigrant Irish, Italian, and Portuguese millworkers who had been
laid off first as the Northeastern textile industry lost supremacy to the South and then by the
retrenchment of the Depression. Maiden aunts became spinsters who moved in to help others
with their children and housework in return for room and board.The Depression perhaps took its
highest toll on the prospects and optimism of the young. New high school graduates were
typically law-abiding and respected authority. Many of them had hardly known anything except
economic hard times. The 25 percent unemployment rate was frightening enough, and people
knew that any trouble with the police would make getting a job even more difficult. Still, six
months after graduation, only one in four high school graduates was employed. Many pared
down their ambitions to live on their own and often stayed home because it was affordable, and
their contribution to the family’s invariably strained household budget was sorely needed. Paying
room and board to one’s parents, even handing over one’s paycheck to receive an allowance
back, was a common practice.Those lucky enough to have jobs in the cities worked in offices
and shops downtown, rode the nickel trolley to work, and lived to go to the movies on weekends.
In a world without shopping centers and cineplexes, cities were thriving centers of life and
pinnacles of sophisticated urbanity. It was the age of the American department store like Cherry
& Webb in Providence and B. Altman’s in New York. Though often cavernous and poorly lit, they
made shoppers feel that they were in the land of plenty, removed from the world of want out on
the street, even if they could only afford to window-shop beneath often gaily striped, stately
awnings. For everything from furniture to silk stockings, department stores were the places to
shop, and they made shopping enjoyable with their luxurious ladies’ lounges and furniture
displays, sometimes even cafeterias or tearooms on the mezzanine. They were full of bustle and
anonymous female salesclerks with flawless makeup and window displays showing just what to
wear and how to decorate one’s home. Everyone escaped the drudgery of daily life by going
downtown.It was considered almost un-American to not go to the movies once a week, and in a
life pared down to economic necessities and daily duties, luxurious downtown theaters were as
close to heaven as most people could get. It was the golden age of movies, and Hollywood
projected a population’s thwarted ambitions and frustrations during the Depression and filled
their fantasies. A public burdened by the economic and psychological impact of eight hard years
found relief—and escape—at the movies. Favorite films were lighthearted capers like Bringing
Up Father and featured stars like Errol Flynn in Captain Blood. Bing Crosby, with his wholesome
good looks and carefree singing voice, was a favorite, as were Laurel and Hardy. Joan Bennett,
who customarily played a madcap heiress and wore fabulous gauzy, shimmering clothes with



square shoulders and defined waists above fitted hips, was a favorite of women. Her riches and
spirited frivolity as she jilted and reclaimed endless rich, handsome suitors on-screen fueled
their fantasies of romantic escape from the hard-bitten realities of their off-screen lives.Despite
the hardships, progress and innovation continued, albeit slowly. In 1938, Du Pont first marketed
a miracle fabric called nylon. Big prints and patterns were in vogue, and nylon encouraged
designers to favor midcalf-length skirts that flowed as freely as silk but were more affordable.
The first nylon toothbrush was marketed in New Jersey. The New York Yankees won their third
consecutive world championship, and a chain letter craze challenged the postal service with a
huge burden of extra mail. Women worked, but mostly in domestic and clerical positions, and an
unmarried thirty-year-old was automatically declared a spinster. Almost never was a married
woman referred to by her first name, even in the newspaper. And racial divides were equally
clear. Blacks, called colored, had their own obituary section in the newspaper.Bugs Bunny made
his screen debut, but comic books and cartoon strips were the new rage that entered almost
every house. Action comics were created, starring Captain Marvel and Superman and Sheena,
Queen of the Jungle. Blondie, with her tart tongue and Dagwood’s foibles, was the first comic
strip that mocked and had a little fun with middle-class mores. The public was ready to look at
itself and have a laugh. Life wasn’t only about struggle, people hoped.Radio was the medium
that tapped the public consciousness and mattered to advertisers. It was all there was and,
except for papers and weeklies, the public followed it for news and entertainment broadcasts.
Some 75 percent of all homes had a radio set. Sunday nights most people stayed close to home
to listen to The Jack Benny Program. The radio audience was so large that when H. G. Wells’s
War of the Worlds was performed on The Mercury Theatre on the Air that same year, listeners
mistook it for news that Martians had indeed landed, and a national panic followed until
announcers could convince listeners that what they’d been listing to was only fiction. Ivory soap,
Oxydol laundry detergent, and Crisco shortening were the leading advertisers and sponsors,
and they knew that radio reached the audience they were looking for.Still, a stunting in the
American consciousness had already occurred. America, so indomitably spirited and optimistic
on one hand, had learned undeniably about fear at home during the Depression. President
Roosevelt’s slogan that there was nothing to fear but fear itself allayed some of the anxieties, but
such times would never be forgotten by those who lived through them. Now the news from
abroad didn’t look much better to those who read the papers, listened to the radio, or saw the
most dramatic and compelling account of world affairs—in a world without television—in the
Movietone newsreels.The breadlines and soup kitchens were constant reminders that poverty
was still licking at the nation’s heels. Even debutantes were denied new gowns and often
recycled the previous season’s fashions. Dreams and college educations were deferred. Some
of the unemployed joined federal works projects such as the WPA to make ends meet, and a
developing welfare system and network of social workers championed by first lady Eleanor
Roosevelt, who was photographed routinely in her cloth coat and clunky shoes, reaching out to
the poor, put a lifeline out to the poorest. Eleanor was a favorite with the public, a rich first lady



who eschewed the privileges of wealth.The late 1930s were an otherwise quiet time in the
United States, presided over by President Franklin Roosevelt, who tried to boost morale as
much as the actual economy. As the nation emerged from its crouch, it romanticized the bedrock
pioneer values of home, hearth, and living off the bounty of the land that some considered to be
America’s most authentic face, anyhow. In reality, rural life had already been overshadowed by
the American industrial revolution and Wall Street wealth in the Northeast, but as belts were
tightened everywhere, the virtues of simple living became fashionable. Even the rich denied
themselves flashy finery and advertising that they were rich. It would have been
unbecoming.The razzle-dazzle of the Jazz Age and the Roaring Twenties had left their mark on
the 1930s, but their glamour and profligacy seemed distant after nine years of Depression.
There had been wild parties and new fashions, but underneath the bobbed haircuts, shimmies,
and cigarette smoke, life stayed pretty much the same for most people. Newspapers on Long
Island had gone so far as to interview some of the girls, the “flappers,” who danced until dawn.
The papers revealed that the girls hurried home in time to enter bread-baking contests the next
morning.For most people, that’s how real life was, somewhere between the glitzy proclamation
of changed manners and morals and life as usual. Life had a way of coming back to center, and
the stock market crash of 1929 made certain that everyone sobered up after the high times.
Prohibition and the rum-running boon of the early 1930s were over, though they had shaped
Long Island’s and much of the Northeast’s coastal economies for a while, not always illegally.
One boatyard in Freeport, Long Island, made thirty boats for rumrunners and fifteen for the
Coast Guard to chase them in. But by 1933, when Prohibition ended, the flash of money, the
thrill of living dangerously, and the high times were gone. Only the faintest echo of Billie Holiday,
Sophie Tucker, and other jazz greats who had packed the roadhouses along the south shore
frequented by glamorous gangsters like Legs Diamond remained in some folks’ memories. The
opulence had been supplanted by more somber realities for nearly everyone. In the Northeast,
the most severe contractions of the Depression continued.By 1937 the stock market was
showing signs of life again and the well-to-do were starting to feel some financial relief, but the
Depression psychology was harder to shake. One twelve-year-old heir to his father’s railroad
fortune was told by his playmates on New York’s Upper East Side that he was rich. He was quite
sure that he wasn’t, the way that money and the economy were discussed at home, and the
epithet made him uncomfortable during the hard times. Everyone thought poor.Wealthy New
Englanders had long been partial to the region’s waterfront for their leisure activities. A scenic
coastline lined with mile after mile of sand dunes and inlets had become their playground as
soon as automobiles and railroads could provide the affluent with connections between the
shore and their lives in the cities. Enchanting waterfront villages and yacht clubs had been built
up from the Connecticut coast through Rhode Island and Massachusetts. Fathers and husbands
could work in inland towns and come down to the shore on weekends during the sweltering heat
of July and August while their families “summered” at the beach. It was an ideal that had taken
root at the turn of the century.In Long Island, boardinghouses in the mid-nineteenth century gave



way to resort hotels, and by the 1930s a network of sportsmen, artists, bootleggers, and Wall
Street titans had settled along the island’s eighty-mile-long coast. Some were pleased to call it
the Glittering Alley. The debutante parties, sprawling summerhouses, yachting parties, and
entertainments were precursors to the modern, fashionable Hamptons.But ironically, it was the
Depression that helped develop that Yankee trait that had become the hallmark of class and
breeding in the Northeast: restraint and lack of ostentation. As the rich went about oufitting their
summerhouses, it seemed unseemly to be extravagant about it while thousands were selling
pencils on the street and living in shantytowns. It was a matter of good taste. So New York and
Rhode Island matrons did their houses in ginghams and wicker and extolled the virtues of
simplicity. Summerhouses were places to relax without the need to keep up with the Joneses the
way one did in Hartford, Boston, or New York. There was an unmistakable preciousness to the
gentility, like the prosperous women who went to their summer homes and gardened wearing
pearls. Those were the days when banking magnate Otto Kahn in Southampton built one-
hundred-room mansions, but talked of the need for “atoning” for his wealth with good works.
There would always be millionaires who lived large. Yet the style and character that became the
status symbols of the time, especially in the developing resort communities, were modest and
restrained in 1938, in a New England kind of way.It was the gentle coastline, especially along
Long Island and the filigreed inlets of Connecticut and Rhode Island, that distinguished the East
Coast shorefront and attracted devoted homeowners and vacationers. Sailors had long favored
the network of cozy maritime communities and harbors that had become established by
commercial fishermen and explorers soon after the arrival of the Pilgrims. Unlike the dramatic
cliffs that plunge down to the surf along the West Coast, miles of luxurious sand dunes stretched
along the beaches of the Atlantic and Long Island Sound. The barrier beaches, an East Coast
phenomenon created over time when flooded backwater shifted the sandy ocean floor to build a
ribbon of beach, protected homeowners from high tides and rough waves, and encouraged
them to build houses on these narrow strips of sand, with the ocean in front and tidal ponds
behind. They built as close to the water as they could, sometimes leaving only a few hundred
feet between the front porch steps and the waves lapping at the waterline. In areas like
Weekapaug and Napatree Point in Rhode Island, it was possible to look out to sea from the
living room windows, and inland over the pond or bay from the back porch or kitchen window of
many houses. Yacht clubs, their flags fluttering, and moorings for boats large and small speckled
the inlets and ponds. Bridges and causeways had been built to provide automobile access
across the barrier ponds out to the houses along the beach. It was not unusual to drive seven
miles along the dune roads to reach a house perched looking proudly out to sea, and nobody
thought twice about it. New Englanders as a whole were relatively stalwart about the weather. To
be undeterred by hard winters or wind and rain was a point of pride. As in England, mudrooms
and entry halls outfitted with slickers, boots, and rain hats were common testimony that the
inhabitants were not to be kept from their chores, sports, or other activities by a little harsh
weather.In 1938, watching storms, especially at the time of the equinox when tides were highest,



was considered a pleasurable pastime. “Linestorms,” as the locals called locally severe squalls
that moved in a dark line across the waters more frequently in the early fall, were nothing to
worry about. They provided a touch of drama to the changing seasons, and couples thought
these small storms were more romantic than dangerous. It was not uncommon to see young
men and women huddled together on the beach gazing out at the swirling whitecaps, liberated
by the excitement of the gusty winds and the raindrops that pelted their faces. They did not live
as we do today in constant media-fed disaster awareness. Earthquakes in Tokyo and Turkey,
great storms in the Philippines, and hideous plane crashes weren’t part of the evening news. A
train wreck made the news in the papers, but it was a time of relative innocence from the grisly
details of disaster.Contrary to certain hurricane lore that developed after the devastation of the
hurricane, the tides that September were no higher than they had been during the equinox in
previous years. Rather, it was the convergence of factors that made GH38 into such a disaster.
The high winds and tidal surge arrived on their own schedule, coincidentally, during high tide.
Inland rainfall and flooding had already swelled rivers and waterlogged the forests’ floors,
making trees and buildings more vulnerable than usual to high winds. In addition, GH38 became
what meteorologists now know is an extratropical cyclone, one that intensifies and enlarges as
its warm center decays, cools, and elongates, increasing its staying power even as it is losing
strength. These factors were unlucky for the population, by chance.In the fall of 1938, as in
previous Septembers, homeowners from Springfield, Massachusetts, and Providence, Rhode
Island, seized the chance to drive down to the shore to put up the shutters for winter and sneak
in a final sail or day at the beach. Rain they expected, since the air was humid and oppressive
when people went to bed all up and down the East Coast. For those who listened to the radio,
the news was beginning to sound portentous. Neville Chamberlain was giving in to Hitler’s
demands in Europe, but at least those troubles were over there, across the ocean.
Northeasterners felt safe at home, lulled by a gradually improving economy and President
Roosevelt’s sonorous reassurances to them on the evening radio. No one knew that a monster
was headed their way. No one told them.IIIHuracán, in the language of the pre-Columbian Carib
of the Caribbean, was the storm god. He was an evil and wildly unpredictable deity, as storms
were in those days. Now, thanks to satellites, radar, hurricane-hunter planes, and a myriad of
other high-tech devices, hurricanes are remarkably predictable. Hurricane Andrew, which ripped
across the Bahamas, Florida, and Louisiana in 1992, traveled west across the Atlantic along the
“hurricane alley” course that GH38 had taken fifty-four years before and was perhaps the single
most destructive hurricane in U.S. history. Though Andrew carved a thousand-mile swath of
devastation to property, only twenty people died. It had been tracked by satellite and radar for
days. Its predicted arrival time and place were broadcast nonstop by radio and television, and
the predictions were accurate. Nearly 1 million people were evacuated before the hurricane
made landfall.1The Great Hurricane of 1938 was in a different era. Its beginning was
unremarkable; it seems to have been born about September 4 in the waters around the Cape
Verde Islands, in the Doldrums roughly four hundred miles off the coast of Senegal, where most



Atlantic hurricanes start. This mostly windless, somnolent region, which has plagued sailing
captains since sea travel began with its mix of tedious calms and unexpected savage squalls, is
a breeding ground for the tropical waves, or mild troughs of low pressure, that grow into
hurricanes. Most such disturbances dissipate, but on average four tropical cyclones in the
Atlantic whirl to tropical storm maturity every year—if all the other variables are right. The surface
water temperature off Cape Verde is typically warm enough in late summer (81 degrees and
above) to begin the tropical cyclone “system” that makes a hurricane.One can only guess at the
small disturbance, perhaps a gentle puff of hot air off the Sahara or some mild irregularity in the
concentration of the sun’s warmth on a patch of sea, that created a spot of warm air well enough
defined to rise and pull in the slightly cooler air from below. The undulating line of the tropical
wave of air around such a spot will sometimes twist. If it twists far enough, the system starts to
curve and shape itself around a core. Eventually this small cell starts spinning so fast that no
new air can get into the center, and the eye is formed. The warm air that fuels a hurricane rises
up the whirling wall of wind. Skies must be clear enough so that the funnel of circulating air won’t
be capped at the top and collapse. Without satellite pictures and tracking planes, it is hard to
know for certain, but GH38 most likely encountered or created cirrus clouds that diverged and
circled out, allowing it to build and blow until its circulating speed had reached 10 to 12 knots. At
this point, like a car with its engine revved and ready to go, all it needed was an open highway to
travel. And that is what the pathway called “hurricane alley” provides in late summer, when the
Atlantic guides hurricanes along a familiar route.Weather patterns that carry a hurricane are a bit
like a highway. The Bermuda High, a settled high-pressure area that swells and contracts
seasonally, dominates wind patterns over the North Atlantic and determines the tracks of
Atlantic hurricanes as they move west. In winter, when temperatures are low, the high is small;
but July through September, when water temperatures are much warmer, it expands over the
entire center of the North Atlantic. Its area of high pressure functions like a barrier wall that low-
pressure tropical cyclones cannot penetrate. So they skirt west in the Atlantic along its southern
flank and travel around its western edge to the Caribbean or the waters just north of it. Then, as
they approach the coast of the United States, they begin to be influenced by the weather
systems that move across the country and out to sea. They turn toward the north. Whether they
will ease to the northwest, or curve north, or continue curling northeast until they are guided into
the North Atlantic’s cooler waters is the crucial question for hurricane forecasters.It took GH38
seventeen days to make the journey. On the eighteenth of September, the storm was first
reported and identified for what it was by the Brazilian merchant ship SS Alegrete, three hundred
miles north of Puerto Rico. A day later it was in the Bahamas and appeared to be headed
straight for Miami. The U.S. Weather Bureau in Jacksonville, Florida, put out an urgent warning
to Jacksonville and southern Floridians to expect high winds the following day. Residents this far
south on the Atlantic seaboard were no strangers to hurricanes. They promptly boarded up their
windows and prepared for the worst, but the fast-moving storm did them no harm. It was curving
north and passed safely off the coast of Jacksonville on the evening of the twentieth. The



forecasters, seeing that it was apparently taking a well-known path into the cooler waters off the
coast, predicted that it would continue northeast, missing Cape Hatteras off the North Carolina
coast, and blow itself out. The forecast referred to it merely as a “Florida cyclone” and was based
on the rule that, as hurricanes begin to move over waters cooler than 79 degrees Fahrenheit,
they lose their punch and die. Ships, alerted by radio, nevertheless moved out of its anticipated
path, which kept them safe but deprived forecasters of updates on the storm’s movement.As
ships scattered into port or fled east of its path, reporting on the hurricane largely ceased. Only
the Cunard White Star liner Carinthia, carrying some six hundred dining and dancing
passengers blithely toward a Caribbean adventure, noted GH38’s threatening presence on the
night of September 20. The captain reported that his barometer had dipped to 27.85 inches, one
of the lowest readings ever recorded in the North Atlantic. The storm had tossed his twenty-
thousand-ton luxury ship mercilessly in the waves, he reported, and made him wonder if the
decks would give way under the weight of the water and the beating it was taking from the
relentlessly high seas. However, the Carinthia and its passengers and crew rode out the storm,
and the next morning the humbled captain sent a message on the teletype that this was one of
the most dangerous storms he had ever encountered at sea. Except for his report, and a
calculation that it was swooping past Diamond Shoals off Cape Hatteras at 7:30 that morning,
the Weather Bureau had no firm fix on GH38.It was out there, but behaving strangely. Like a cat
seeking a warm place to lie, it had centered itself over the warm waters of the Gulf Stream and,
contrary to predictions, continued to grow stronger. It cruised north just over the horizon from the
eastern seaboard, gathering power and vicious intensity. Slipping up a trough between a high
pressure area over the mainland and the Bermuda High to the east, it moved stealthily north.
The trough was like a red carpet leading to the shores of Long Island, Connecticut, and Rhode
Island, where warm oppressive weather and heavy rains had created the perfect conditions to
support its now monstrous appetite and strength.And then, again like a cat—one that had crept
unremarked within striking distance of its prey—the hurricane sprang, sprinting an astounding
seven hundred miles over the next twelve hours. New Englanders literally never knew what hit
them.IVHelen Bengtson was eighteen that summer, happily immersed in her first job out of
Amagansett High School on Long Island. With the harsh lessons of the Depression in mind, she
had worked diligently in typing and shorthand courses in high school, and the effort had paid off.
A petite, hardworking, pretty blonde who showed her Scandinavian ancestry, she had been
hired as a secretary to Perry Duryea, owner of the leading lobster business at the eastern end of
Long Island, in Amagansett. The Duryea operation included a general store, icehouse, and
wholesale lobster business situated on Fort Pond, a protected saltwater pond that spanned
almost the entire narrow width of Long Island at one of its narrowest points a few miles west of
Montauk. The Fort Pond spilled into Block Island Sound on the north and was separated from
the Atlantic by less than a mile on the south side, where a community of fishermen and fishing
businesses was nestled into the shore. Her boss, Perry Duryea, was speaker in the New York
Assembly and supervisor of East Hampton, but he continued to oversee a lobster business



reputed to be the best on the island. It catered to the finer restaurants and shipped lobsters by
train to New York City. His wife kept the books for the wholesale business in the office on the big
dock at Fort Pond, and Helen kept the records for the store. She earned ten dollars a
week.Helen, at her job in the Duryea store, saw the fishermen, who eked out a leaner existence.
Some of them lived in the tarpaper shacks around Fort Pond, even though the ragtag structures
weren’t substantial enough to serve as year-round housing. Yet overall, she thought they had a
good life and, more important, they seemed to think so. Everyone had enough to eat and nobody
felt rich or poor, in her opinion. Thrift and frugality were considered virtues by all, and everyone
kept an eye out to help their own family. Even schoolchildren scrambled for coal to take home
like a prize when the train carrying it threw on its brakes and pieces jolted out onto the tracks
from the open heaps in the boxcars.The biggest part of Helen’s job in the Duryea store was
keeping track of the barter system in the store, since the fishermen who brought in their catches
and worked in the fish factory had credit privileges. Typically their wives came in and did the
shopping. It was Helen’s job to collect the tabs and keep the records up to date.Life seemed full
of promise to Helen that summer. The fishermen on Long Island were somewhat shielded from
the desperate effects of the Depression, which could be seen a few hours’ away on the streets of
New York where out-of-work men hawked apples and slept in shanties under the El. On Long
Island there was always plenty to eat: fish and shellfish and lobster, and vegetables from the
garden. Down the road in Southampton and East Hampton, several hundred summer people,
mostly New Yorkers and Philadelphians with money, came to cruise in their yachts and show off
their wealth and educations, but on eastern Long Island everyone seemed neither rich nor poor.
The summer had been a good one for fishing. The introduction of trucks, instead of the daily
train run, to carry fish into the city markets showed commercial promise. Up till then, trains would
back into the Fort Pond Bay on a big dock with an extension of railroad track long enough for
three boxcars. They would pull right up to the boats in the water and take on their loads. But
trucks could leave at any time and go directly to the market.Helen’s optimism and good cheer
were partly because she was in love and had become engaged that summer to Stuart Vorpahl.
Stuart was several years older than she, but they had gone to the same high school together
until he graduated. They had hardly noticed each other then. Helen believed it was because in
their small school the roll call was alphabetical, and their last names were at different ends of the
alphabet. It had been at the annual Montauk lighthouse party the previous New Year’s that they
had rediscovered each other and, by June, following Helen’s graduation, announced their
engagement.Stuart worked that summer for his father, who was a railway express agent, a
demanding and important job in a community that received 90 percent of its supplies on the
daily train. He wanted to be a fisherman, as did most of the young men on the south fork of Long
Island, but unlike his friend Milt Miller, who was born to a fishing family, Stuart had not yet been
able to find a reliable job on a commercial or party boat. He didn’t really mind unloading the daily
train or delivering its shipments at the end of the day, and it became easier when Helen came
along to help out. Still, working for the railroad wasn’t fishing, and he glanced enviously at the



fishermen who came ashore at the end of the day and stood around the fish barrels where they
left their catch. Sunburned and windburned, they walked with a bit of swagger, replete in the
knowledge of putting in a day’s hard work and the male satisfaction of having toiled in nature
against the elements.After work in the Duryea store, Helen often spent her evenings helping
Stuart make deliveries off the 7:00 P.M. train. They would run flowers or food, mostly perishables,
to the neighboring businesses. The express business was always busier at the beginning and
end of summer because East Hampton, five miles away, was mainly a resort town, and the
summer people often shipped their household goods, linens, cookware, and even mattresses
ahead to their summerhouses by train. In September they were busy with shipping the same
goods home as they migrated back to the cities.The resort business was growing on Long
Island. It had developed slowly over the previous eight years of the Depression. Since 1874,
farmhouses had advertised to host “people of means” for the summer. That usually meant
meeting a family with horse and buggy and showing them a bit of country life, room and board,
for several weeks in the summer to supplement a farming family’s income. Farm wives baked
pies and prepared the meals for guests, who were charmed to see the self-sufficiency of farm
life. They ate vegetables grown in the garden and meat from animals butchered in the barn. By
the 1930s a number of families rented or owned their own summerhouses on Long Island, and
the tourist industry was growing slowly as a more prosperous economic class began to emerge
from the Depression in New York and Philadelphia.
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Margaret V., “Hard to Believe. This story has always been of interest to me as we lived near
Watch Hill at one time. We often walked the beach where the houses once existed. There are a
few places where one can see pieces of foundations on Nappatree Point but it completely
boggles the mind to now know what was once there and what happened in 1938. If you're
familiar with the area, you must read this book. If you're familiar with hurricanes, you must read
this.”

Admiralu, “The Devastating Hurricane of 1938. This was a straightforward account of the
devastating hurricane that hit New England in 1938. The audiobook was narrated by Anna
Fields. I first learned of this event on an excellent History Channel documentary (back when
History actually stood for History) and superbly narrated by the late Edward Herrmann. It was a
monumental disaster, dwarfing the San Francisco 1906 earthquake and fire and the 1871
Chicago fire, for deaths and destruction. Whole villages and over 275 million trees were
uprooted, changing the ecosystem. It was so devastating because there was little to no warning
and people believed that hurricanes never came to the area. They were wrong. An interesting
account of this natural disaster.”

ernest barrett, “The impact on New England, Long Island from a human perspective. Absolutely
captivating account of one of the worst tragedies in US history. Once you begin, it is very difficult
to put it down. Fortunately, our weather forecasters now have the modern technological tools to
predict such events early enough to allow people to at least get out of harm's way. While the
destruction of property is of secondary concern, the lives of tens of millions of US citizens can
be saved ;by early warning and preparation. Rated this account a 5.”

R. Crawford, “Lessons learned shouldn’t be forgotten. Californians like me don’t “ get”
hurricanes. But my son now lives in Maine (since 1998) and has felt their remnants. This book
vividly tells a story of a great storm, much like Erik Larson’s “Isaac’s Storm” of 1900 in Galveston,
where the tragedy is only heightened because of its surprise and inevitability.As this author
points out, huge hurricanes hit today - perhaps bigger than ever before - but satellites and
hurricane hunter aircraft, along with much better science in general, means we now know they
are coming. Those who don’t prepare in advance and heed the warnings must own their
fates.Not so with 1938’s Great Hurricane. Those in its path were dumbstruck and
blindsided.There are lessons to be learned, history that shouldn’t be lost, and this book is a
edge-of-your-seat read.”

Kim H, “Gripping story. Kept me up until well into the night.. This book kept me riveted as the
story unfolded. I followed the storm from start to finish using maps and detailed images of the
many little towns and beaches in the hurricane’s path as visual aids. I actually learned a lot



about the geography, history and culture of Rhode Island, thanks to this book. In retrospect, it
seems strange to me how few people really know much detail about this storm, and it's long
term impact on the northeast coast of the US. The storm really deserves a better name than the
"Long Island Express", or to simply be referred to as the 1938 hurricane. It was truly one of most
cataclysmic events of the 20th Century, and should be included in textbooks as one of the
greatest disasters in US history.”

Ebook Library Reader, “American History Ignored. GH38 is an excellent compilation of technical
data and personal content as one of the most violent natural disasters in history hit the U.S.
Eastern Seaboard, changing geography, agriculture and wildlife, industries and fortunes, and
completely reworking the importance of understanding, tracking and forecasting weather
conditions. And yet, a few momentous hours in September 1938 are omitted from American
History books, and indeed from the memories of all except the survivors of that terror.
Sandwiched between the end of The Great Depression and World War II already a reality in
Europe, GH38 has become a sadly forgotten tragedy.”

GaryH, “I never knew about this hurricane. I read the entire book in almost one day. I couldn't put
it down. The author did a wonderful job of introducing many characters before the storm and
then followed up after the hurricane to let us know their outcome. In 2005 I had the privilege to
work with a team in Kill Mississippi after hurricane Katrina. Much of the destruction I saw was
very similar to what you described in your book. One thing that stands out in my mind about
Katrina was the thankfulness of the people for just their lives and their families. Yes we are so
blessed to have advance warnings about the weather.  Everyone should read this fine book.”

George E. Smith, “what happened and why. This story kept you wondering why some people
lived and others didn't.  Why would people build so near to the ocean?”

John or Rosemary, “A great read.. A great read about a true story - one storm lost in time.”

The book by Cherie Burns has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 251 people have provided feedback.
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